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Week number: 4 - Learning about attachment 
Date: 
Time: 
Venue: 
 
Aim: to increase awareness and use of Reflective Functioning (HHH) and share the latest research on attachment

1. Welcome (Headspace and containment): 

- Welcome to baby bonding and thank you so much for coming! 
- How did we get on this week, watching our babies and practising Head and Heart? 
- Did everyone manage to take 5 minutes everyday to look after themselves? 
- Today we will are taking a look at the attachment research and science and a baby buddy app to use
with our baby! 

2. Group agreement (Headspace and containment): 

Gentle reminder of group contract (confidentiality, respect, mobiles, turn taking, fun, etc). 
Add any new ones if needed. 

3. Circle time (Headspace and containment): 

Say hello to everyone including babies-in-waiting (avoid asking parents to share their intimate names
for babies not yet born) or sing a simple hello song to all - share your own story about how you were
named or the meaning of your name - ask if any of the other parents are happy to share anything about
their name or their baby's names 

Playsongs, rhymes and games 
• Fun rhymes/songs (incy wincy spider, grand old duke of York) - adapt culturally 
• Does anyone remember any songs or music from their childhood (rhymes, songs, pop songs, etc)? 

NB. Permission must be sought from the baby – parents are encouraged to decide if their baby wants
this activity and if not, to use a “spare” baby to practice. 

4. Breathing and regulation (Regulation and Relaxation): 

Practice breathing in deeply through nose for count of 4 and blow it out through mouth for the count of
7 – now try pressing finger to close right nostril - breathe in and out - and then press left nostril closed -
breathe in and out. 

5. Watching and wondering (Head, Heart and Hands): 

Baby watching – every week!  
Play gentle music on your phone in the background, spend 5 minutes really thinking about your baby –
if any other thoughts come into our heads, just come back to focus on our babies.

 



Now let’s try to feel what our baby is feeling – have a guess – notice if our baby’s feelings are different to
ours.  Maybe we are shattered and our baby is playful!  Maybe we are calm and our baby is unsettled… 
Finally, see if we can let our babies know that we understand them – through words – a short guess – or
action.  This is the final part of Head, Heart and Hands.   
 
 
6. Loving touch (Head, Heart and Hands):  

 • Twinkle twinkle little star – sing it slowly and gently to your baby  
 • Practice the velvet cloak baby stroke from the baby strokes sheet in resources folder – practice on

spare baby if needed – keep asking parent to think about their baby’s preferences, likes and dislikes -
add additional strokes   

  
 
7. A "gift" or "bag of ideas" (Developmental Knowledge): 
 
Play the attachment quiz where group guesses true or false: 
 
a. Young children bond easily with lots of caregivers in the first 2 years of life?   
(FALSE: children form strong attachment with one or two primary attachment figures 
b. The type of attachment relationship a child forms with an adult has no effect on how the child's brain
develops? 
(FALSE: A secure attachment helps trillions of connections related to language, thinking, motor skills,
emotions in a baby's brain) 
c. Infants under the age of one should not be picked up because they get "spoiled". 
(FALSE: Babies under one respond best to immediate and consistent help and comfort and learn to
control their behaviours more easily in toddlerhood) 
d. Children need stimulation but parents and carers need to be careful not to overstimulate them. 
(TRUE: Overstimulation can be stressful for children - they also need quiet times away from noise, TV
and tablets, etc) 
e. Young children who have not formed healthy attachments in their earlier life, can be helped to form
them in later childhood. 
(TRUE: With the right kind of help, children can remodel their attachments later in their childhood and
even into adulthood.  It just gets harder to undo the negative patterns as time goes on and requires the
new adults on children's lives to be knowledgeable on attachment and very patient) 
 
Handout: Attachment (see online resource bank) 
App: Baby Buddy App - help parents find it and encourage them to use it with their baby this week. 
 
 
8. Creative relaxation (Regulation and Relaxation)  

  
Tree of Life script or alternative relaxation ideas. 
 
 
9. Try this at home (Head, Heart and Hands) 
 
Spend some time each day watching our babies and trying to work out what they might be thinking and
feeling - try to let them know that you understand them through words or actions or a simple touch. 
5 mins EVERYDAY for us to make sure that we are taking care of ourselves.  Offer mandalas to colour or
other simple mindfulness/relaxation techniques. 
 
 
10. Brief recap of session and see you next time (Headspace and Containment) 
 
10-15 mins to leave the group - chance to ask things or let you know things.
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REFLECTIVE PRACTICE: (complete after each session): 
 
 
 
1. What went really well in today's session? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What seemed really hard in today's session? 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What feelings/reactions did I notice among parent/carer and child pairs? 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How well did I contain the group - what changes are needed? 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How well did I support Reflective Functioning (RF) in the group - any changes needed? 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Any thoughts or ideas to take forward? 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Any concerns about parent, carer or child?  (NB. Please follow your child protection policy and any
other relevant policies and protocols). 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Any points or worries to discuss with my mentor/supervisor?
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